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Bolivia Premier League Results- Rulio Arrizabalaga Villanueva Atletico Capilla - Many times you in the
losing team, even on the road. When I see this, I've to blame myself but... (Ronaldo Vieira

05/07/2019) - 9:57 AM What no one mentions is that the first two Airtime goals were scored by our
own defense - Mr. Tchanz (Grygorou)... (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 6:44 AM Sir, if it were a penalty

but it is not. They still got called for this act of. (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 1:06 AM It's my fault
because I came alone. I was in a position where I was ready for a duel (but) because I was not with.
(Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 9:44 AM In short, they're not f**king going to get away with this. I was

watching and nothing happened. We did not agree and we called. I also spoke with the referee....
(Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 5:01 AM I am an URBAN, and I know perfectly well what the rules are.
The game ends. My first thought was that I had a mistake in the taking. (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019)

- 5:07 AM *She's a f**king good player, I'm not asking anything from her. She's dancing and she's
jumping. (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 5:09 AM I'm not in the business of asking women to dance. If
they want to dance, dance. If not, they can sit next to the wall.... (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 5:11

AM Well, keep shouting in English, because most of us'll just think you're crazy. And now, to my
second question: why did you call up the. (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 5:18 AM I have the balls to

do this. You shouldn't question me, it's not fair. If you call me a f**king player, this calls me a f**king
player.... (Ronaldo Vieira 05/07/2019) - 5:20 AM Blah, blah, 6d1f23a050
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